
          
 

Science Up Close: Fantastic Fossils 
Major Themes and Components 

 
Science Up Close, a dynamic exhibition series, showcases the Florida Museum of 
Natural History’s research and collections in a whole new way. Take a unique look 
behind the scenes, interact with scientists while they work and explore some of the 
Museum’s coolest specimens to discover why they are relevant for people today. 
 
In the first themed installment, Fantastic Fossils, come face-to-face with giant dinosaur 
skeletons, beautiful botanical fossils and ancient microscopic life. Engage one-on-one 
with researchers and watch them prepare real fossil specimens from the field. See 
hundreds of unusual fossils from Florida and around the world. Live programming, 
streaming from the field, touchable objects and interactive technology offer engaging 
experiences for all ages. Learn more about the process of paleontology and uncover the 
secrets of past life on Earth! 
 
Exhibit Highlights: 
 
Live Lab: 
A working lab takes visitors behind the scenes to speak with paleontology curators, 
collections managers, students and volunteers! Discover firsthand what life as a 
scientist is like, from cleaning and rebuilding fossils to sorting tiny bones from sediment 
and creating digital reconstructions. Each scientist has a unique research interest, so 
the on-site activities can vary with every visit! 
 
Tales from the Collections: 
Check out more than 100 real fossils from the museum’s vertebrate paleontology, 
invertebrate paleontology and paleobotany collections. Learn the differences among 
these fields and take a glimpse at never-before-displayed fossils, casts and replicas, 
including a life-size Triceratops and Albertosaurus! Dive into the world of paleontology 
with eight themed displays containing specimens and artifacts from the museum 
collections. 
 
From the Field:  
Ever wonder what researchers and fossil hunters do while out in the field or in the 
collections? Experience it directly with interactive livestreaming events from the field! 
Ask questions, see the cool specimens they find and discover how scientists go digging 
into the past. 
 
Art and Science: 
Guests can let out their inner artists in a paleoart interactive while drawing and tracing 
prehistoric life to take home. A magnified display provides an up-close look at tiny 
fossils, and a comment wall gives visitors an opportunity to share their stories.  


